Introduction {#S1}
============

Sex addiction (also called sexual compulsivity or hypersexuality) is a pathological behavior characterized by a combination of excessive sexual desire -- expressed through normophilic fantasies, impulses, and/or sexual behaviors -- and impaired ability to control it ([@B39]; [@B86]). The most common manifestations include compulsive masturbation, abusive use of online sexual activities (e.g., pornography or sexual webcams), incessant search for new sexual partners, and/or compulsive sex with a stable partner ([@B44]; [@B90]). According to McBride, Reece, and Sanders ([@B56]), compulsive sexual behavior is functionally impairing and has a negative impact on various aspects of daily living (e.g., medical, financial, legal, psychological, social, and spiritual). Couple problems are commonly reported (present in 56.2% of these patients; [@B76]) along with various psychological problems (e.g., poor self-esteem, negative affect, guilt, and shame) ([@B68]).

Although no consensus exists regarding the conceptualization of sex addiction ([@B89]), common criteria used to diagnose this pathological behavior include (a) excessive time and effort spent on sexual activity; (b) impaired self-control; (c) systematic failure to fulfill family, social, or work responsibilities; and (d) persistence in the sexual behavior despite its consequences. Inspired by the criteria used in substance-use disorders, some authors include tolerance, abstinence, and craving as common symptoms among individuals with sexual addiction ([@B2]; [@B70]). However, the applicability of these criteria to behavioral addictions is still under debate ([@B45]; [@B78]).

Based on screening scales, the prevalence of excessive sexual behavior ranges from 3% to 17.4% in men and from 1.2% to 32.2% in women ([@B61]; [@B60]; [@B69]; [@B72]). These wide ranges reflect the enormous variability in available screening scales and call for caution when using such instruments as diagnostic tools. In a review of the main instruments used to assess sex addiction symptoms, Hook, Hook, Davis, Worthington, and Penberthy ([@B31]) point out some of the problems that compromise the reliability of the existing screening scales. One problem that the authors highlighted is reliance on non-validated instruments (e.g., structural validity based only on exploratory analyses, instruments translated without an additional validation process, or instruments validated in another format). Another problem is that few screening scales establish empirically based cut-off points to identify individuals with a clinically relevant problem ([@B57]). Notably, each screening scale is derived from a specific conceptualization (e.g., addictive disorder and obsessive--compulsive disorder), which further emphasizes the current conceptual chaos and hinders the strict comparison of available studies ([@B44]). An increasing number of scholars agree that sexual addiction, in terms of manifestation and etiology, is equivalent to substance addiction ([@B65]); however, experts still believe that more research is needed to understand how central features of addiction are expressed in the clinical picture of sex addiction and compulsivity ([@B47]; [@B49]). Similarly, the current beta draft of the International Classification of Diseases (ICD-11; [@B93]) is now considering the inclusion of compulsive sexual behavior disorder as an impulse control disorder ([@B48]), a category intimately linked to other "behavioral addictions," such as gambling or gaming disorder ([@B26]; [@B65]). For this reason, it is reasonable to further validate scales aligned to the current conceptualization of excessive sexual behavior.

Another important issue pertains to the limited diagnostic convergence of existing screening tools. Castro-Calvo, Ballester-Arnal, and Gil-Llario ([@B16]) conducted a study in which three sexual addiction screening scales were administered to 600 Spanish youths. Their results revealed high correlations between scales (*r* between .529 and .732) but the diagnostic convergence was, at best, 46.3%. One potential explanation for these findings is the lack of systematic validation (in this case in Spanish) of available scales to measure excessive sexual behaviors. Similarly, Wéry et al. ([@B90]) found that 95.8% of a sample of self-identified sexually addicted patients seeking treatment in an outpatient clinic met the criteria for the diagnosis of sexual addiction according to the SAST, whereas this percentage dropped to 56.9% and 52.8% when other diagnostic criteria were applied. Conjointly, these results are in line with the view that traditional screening tools targeting excessive and addictive behaviors frequently produce false-positive cases ([@B51]).

Language limitations are especially relevant, given the scarcity of instruments to assess sexual impulse control in languages other than English ([@B3]; [@B46]; [@B71]). Only 2 of 32 scales cited by Womack, Hook, Ramos, Davis, and Penberthy ([@B92]) in their review of hypersexual behavior assessment questionnaires had an adapted and validated version in Spanish: the Sexual Compulsivity Scale (SCS; [@B7]) and the Internet Sex Screening Test (ISST; [@B6]). Similarly, most contemporary studies recruit and evaluate their participants through the Internet, without considering that the factorial structure, reliability, and scores obtained in the online administration of a questionnaire are not necessarily equivalent to those of the questionnaire's classic paper-and-pencil format ([@B1]; [@B87]). Increasing acknowledgement of this limitation has led to the recent publication of a meta-analysis that examines the psychometric characteristics of the most often used online instruments for clinical assessment ([@B85]). Nevertheless, comparable data are lacking in the field of sex addiction, despite the fact that most recent studies are conducted online ([@B25]; [@B35]; [@B36]; [@B63]; [@B81]; [@B84]).

Limitations of Previous Studies {#S2}
===============================

In consideration of these limitations, the main objective of this study was to test the psychometric properties of a Spanish paper-and-pencil and online version of one of the most frequently used scales for the screening of sex addiction: the SAST ([@B12]). This scale was developed to measure excessive sexual behaviors as a behavioral addiction and comprises items recycled from substance abuse disorders to measure symptoms, such as withdrawal, tolerance, or craving. Its use is largely disseminated in clinical and research contexts, and it has been validated in several languages, such as Portuguese ([@B74]) and Polish ([@B24]), but to date, not in Spanish.

Although this instrument and its different versions have been successfully used in research conducted with community samples ([@B62]), university students ([@B23]; [@B72]; [@B83]), at-risk samples (injection drug users, women who are at sexual risk, men who have sex with men, etc.; [@B80]), war veterans ([@B59]), health professionals ([@B77]), sex addicts ([@B10]; [@B15]; [@B88]; [@B90]), patients with substance-use disorders ([@B30]; [@B79]), and forensic samples ([@B33]; [@B54]; [@B55]), available psychometric data have provided mixed results (in particular, regarding factorial structure). More precisely, the original validation of the SAST found a one-factor solution that accounted for 50% of the scale variance ([@B12]) and was later replicated through exploratory factor analysis (EFA) in two independent samples ([@B53]; [@B59]); nevertheless, both replication studies were limited in terms of sample size, sample representativeness, and statistical analysis \[in both cases, a classic EFA approach was carried out instead of an EFA based on the polychoric correlation matrix or a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA)\]. Furthermore, recent studies have failed to replicate this original factorial structure. For example, in a study performed by the original authors of the SAST in a sample that was similar to that of the initial validation study (783 heterosexual sex addicts; [@B14]), a principal component analysis of the SAST (again, a classic and unsuitable EFA strategy for dichotomous data analysis) produced a four-factor solution that accounted for 44.08% of the scale variance. Marshall and Marshall ([@B54]) also obtained a four-factor solution when they assessed the psychometric properties of the SAST in a sample of 231 incarcerated sexual offenders and age-matched non-offenders; however, item distribution and subscale content considerably differed from that obtained by Carnes et al. ([@B14]). Furthermore, a critical review of item clustering revealed inconsistences in this factor solution, such as the inclusion of sexual preoccupation symptoms in both the first and the second factors or the presence of two factors composed of only one item.

Similarly, a recent review about the psychometric properties of the SAST ([@B58]) showed that this instrument was appropriate in terms of its internal consistency, but the data on its validity and generalizability were inadequate. Finally, none of the studies performed so far evaluated the temporal consistency of the SAST, the equivalence of the factorial solution in men and women, or the psychometric properties of its online application. Accordingly, the specific goals of the current study were to (a) adapt the SAST from English to Spanish; (b) explore its psychometric properties (factor structure, internal consistency, test--retest stability, and convergent validity); (c) test the goodness of fit of the SAST paper-and-pencil factorial solution during its online administration; and (d) analyze the metric and structural invariance according to gender.

Methods {#S3}
=======

Participants {#S3a}
------------

The study sample included 2,528 participants distributed into two samples. The first sample (paper-and-pencil group) included 1,585 participants (683 males and 902 females). Their age ranged between 18 and 27 years (*M* = 20.58; *SD* = 24.21). The second sample (online group) included 943 participants (480 males and 463 females) aged between 18 and 40 years (*M* = 24.21; *SD* = 5.49). All participants were from Spain. Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} shows participants' characteristics for each group. The only differences between the paper-and-pencil and online groups were related to age (*d* = 0.86), sexual orientation (*V* = 0.31), and lifetime sexual intercourse (*V* = 0.21). In these cases, differences between groups reached a medium to large effect size.

###### 

Sample characteristics for each group

                                                 Paper-and-pencil group (*n* = 1,585)   Online group (*n* = 943)   Effect size
  ---------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------- -------------------------- -------------
  Demographics                                                                                                     
   Sex (male)                                    43.1                                   50.9                       *V* = 0.07
   Sex (female)                                  56.9                                   49.1                       
   Age                                           20.58 (2.17)                           24.21 (5.49)               *d* = 0.86
   Steady partner (yes)                          52.1                                   57.43                      *V* = 0.09
   Religious beliefs (atheist)                   55                                     73.1                       *V* = 0.18
   Religious beliefs (practicing believer)       39                                     21.5                       
   Religious beliefs (non-practicing believer)   6                                      5.4                        
   Sexual orientation (heterosexual)             92.2                                   68.4                       *V* = 0.31
   Sexual orientation (bisexual)                 3.3                                    15.6                       
   Sexual orientation (homosexual)               4.6                                    16                         
  Sexual behavior                                                                                                  
   Lifetime sexual intercourse (yes)             96.6                                   80                         *V* = 0.21
   Same-sex sexual intercourse (yes)             14.8                                   29.7                       *V* = 0.15
   Masturbation (yes)                            87                                     94.4                       *V* = 0.12
   Mutual masturbation (yes)                     89.9                                   88.9                       *V* = 0.01
   Oral sex (yes)                                90.6                                   79.4                       *V* = 0.13
   Vaginal intercourse (yes)                     90.4                                   89.5                       *V* = 0.01
   Anal intercourse (yes)                        36.4                                   53                         *V* = 0.15

*Note.* *SD*: standard deviation.

Procedure {#S3b}
---------

Following questionnaire translation guidelines ([@B29]), we completed English to Spanish translation of the SAST using group methodology. Four members of the research team with experience in translation and validation of questionnaires, as well as in the study of sexual behaviors, performed independent translations. The various versions were then compared so that the research team could agree on a preliminary version of the questionnaire. This version was then back-translated into English by a bilingual researcher familiar with sexual terminology who had not worked on the previous translation step, and it was compared with the original English scale. After translation discrepancies were resolved, a final version of the SAST was administered to 30 young people to determine whether the items were well understood. After several improvements were made in accordance with the participants' suggestions, the final version was ready (Table [A1](#T6){ref-type="table"} in the Appendix).

In the paper-and-pencil group, assessment instruments were administered at information desks located at the main entrance of different higher education centers. Students were asked to voluntarily collaborate with this research. Those who agreed anonymously provided informed consent and the evaluation instruments in paper-and-pencil format. A small percentage of these students were given the opportunity to continue collaborating. Those who accepted were asked to provide an e-mail address and a contact phone number. One year later, 200 of these students (100 males and 100 females) were randomly selected to complete the SAST again. In this group, 50% completed the SAST in paper-and-pencil format again and 50% completed it through the ADISEX online platform (<http://adiccionalsexo.uji.es/>). This website offers participants the opportunity to undergo a complete evaluation about sexual addiction and is accessible through any search engine using terms such as "sexual addictions" and/or "sex addiction assessment" (in Spanish). The sample was balanced according to gender and application format (50 males and 50 females completed the paper-and-pencil version of the instrument and the other 50 males and 50 females the online version). The purpose of this test--retest procedure was to cross-validate and verify test--retest stability between the two assessment methods.

In the online study, the SAST and the remaining questionnaires were administered through the ADISEX online platform. To enrich the profile and increase the number of users who went through with the evaluation, we initiated a campaign with the Facebook advertising system (suggested publications) to request collaboration in a research study. The specific objective of the investigation was not mentioned so as not to bias the sampling process. The information provided referred only to the fact that this was a study on sexual behavior. The campaign was focused on young people between 18 and 30 years of age, so that the profiles would correspond to those in the study in the paper-and-pencil format. The data derived from the online platform were processed to avoid duplicitous responses, and only those participants who completed at least 85% of the assessment tools (considered "motivated participants") were included in the study.

Instruments used in both paper-and-pencil and online groups {#S3c}
-----------------------------------------------------------

### Sexual Addiction Screening Test (SAST; [@B12]) {#S3c1}

The SAST is a 25-item scale designed to screen for the presence of addictive sexual behaviors and symptoms. It assesses, among other things, sexual preoccupation (e.g., "*Do you often find yourself preoccupied with sexual thoughts?*"), signs and symptoms of impaired control ("*Do you have trouble stopping your sexual behavior when you know it is inappropriate?*"), and problems resulting from sexual behavior ("*Has your sexual activity interfered with your family life?*"). Respondents answer each item on a dichotomous scale (*yes*/*no*) and the total score on this instrument can range from 0 to 25. Internal consistency has been measured with several samples (sex addicts, community members, sex offenders, college students, and veterans), with α values for the total score ranging from .85 to .95 ([@B92]).

### Sexual Compulsivity Scale (SCS; [@B41]), Spanish adaptation ([@B7]) {#S3c2}

The SCS is a 10-item scale that assesses obsessive and intrusive sexual thoughts (e.g., "*I feel that my sexual thoughts and feelings are stronger than I am*") and out-of-control sexual behaviors ("*I sometimes get so horny I could lose control*"). Participants rate each item on a 4-point Likert-type scale ranging from 1 (*not all like me*) to 4 (*very much like me*). Total scores range from 10 to 40, with higher scores indicating heightened compulsive sexual behavior. The Spanish adaptation of the scale is characterized by a two-factor solution ("interference" and "control") established through EFA in a sample of participants with similar characteristics to those included in this study. In the Spanish validation study, the authors reported an internal consistency of .83 and test--retest reliability (1-month interval) of .72. In this study, internal consistency for the SCS total score and its subscales ranged from .73 to .86 in the paper-and-pencil group and from .75 to .87 in the online group.

### Hypersexual Behavior Inventory (HBI; [@B100]), Spanish adaptation ([@B5]) {#S3c3}

The HBI is a 19-item Likert-type scale (1 = *never*; 5 = *very frequently*) designed to measure basic dimensions of hypersexuality. The HBI was originally validated in a male clinical population ([@B100]). In this sample, the resulting factor structure replicated the theoretical criteria under which HBI was designed. The first factor obtained, labeled "Coping," reflected the use of sex in response to dysphoric mood states; second factor, "Control," showed problems in controlling or reducing sexual thoughts, urges, and behaviors; and the third factor, "Consequences," explored the persistence of sexual fantasies, urges, and behaviors, despite their negative consequences. The authors obtained strong interrelationships among these factors and the reliability for each scale ranged between .89 and .95. Subsequently, Ballester-Arnal et al. ([@B5]) obtained a similar factorial structure (three first-order factors grouped under a second-order factor) through a CFA in a sample of 2,250 participants between 18 and 40 years old, also demonstrating that the HBI is equally applicable in men and women without changes in its factorial structure (metric and configural invariance). In the Spanish validation study, the authors reported an internal consistency of between .82 and .93 for the total score and the subscales. In this study, reliability for the overall scale and subscales ranged from .82 to .92 for the paper-and-pencil group and from .86 to .94 for the online group.

Instruments used only in online group {#S3d}
-------------------------------------

### Sexual Sensation Seeking Scale (SSS; [@B41]), Spanish adaptation ([@B8]) {#S3d1}

The SSS is an 11-item scale rated on a 4-point Likert scale that ranges from 1 (*not at all like me*) to 4 (*very much like me*). It assesses "*the propensity to attain optimal levels of sexual excitement and to engage in novel sexual experiences*" ([@B41], p. 387). Psychometric studies support its use among young people ([@B27]) and adolescents ([@B8]). Internal consistency (Cronbach's α) for this scale was .82 in its Spanish adaptation. In this study, the same Cronbach's α value was obtained (.82).

### Internet Addiction Test (IAT; [@B94]) {#S3d2}

The IAT is a 20-item scale that assesses the extent to which the respondents' use of the Internet is problematic. Participants respond to each question on a 5-point Likert scale that ranges from 1 (*rarely*) to 5 (*always*). Summation scores can range from 20 to 100, with higher values indicating a greater likelihood of Internet addiction. The IAT is one of the most widely used scales to assess Internet addiction ([@B11]). In a recent study that used the Spanish translation of the scale, reliability indices were robust (α = .91; [@B17]). In this study, internal consistency for this measure was strong (α = .91).

### Internet Sex Screening Test (ISST; [@B101]), Spanish adaptation [@B6]) {#S3d3}

The ISST evaluates the degree to which the online sexual behavior of a person is, or is not, problematic. Twenty-five items on a dichotomous scale (*true/false*) provide a total score (ISST-total) ranging from 0 to 25. In addition, the ISST allows estimation of scores on five subscales: loss of control over online sexual behavior and other pathological indicators (ISST-compulsivity), solitary cybersex (ISST-solitary), social cybersex (ISST-social), economic investment in online sexual activities (ISST-money), and concerns about the severity of cybersex consumption (ISST-severity). Ballester-Arnal et al. ([@B6]) reported good internal consistency (α = .88) and test--retest stability (*r* = .82) in a sample of college students between 18 and 25 years old. In this study, internal consistency for the ISST-total score (α = .82) and for each subscale (between .63 and .72) was acceptable.

Data analysis {#S3e}
-------------

First, we considered descriptive analyses in relation to sociodemographic and sexual behavior data using the SPSS statistical package (version 24.0). To compare participants' characteristics in both groups (paper-and-pencil and online format), we performed *t* tests (continuous variables) and χ^2^ tests (categorical variables). The effect size for these contrasts was computed using G\*Power software (version 3.1); in particular, we estimated Cohen's *d* and Cramer's *V* (in χ^2^ tables, 2× *k* is equivalent to Cohen's *W* index for effect size; [@B73]).

To determine the factorial structure of the SAST, we first performed an EFA, considering only the participants in the paper-and-pencil group. FACTOR software (version 9.2) was used to perform the EFA ([@B50]). The main advantage of FACTOR in comparison to other statistical software is the possibility of performing the EFA on the basis of the tetrachoric/polychoric correlation matrix; this option is preferable when modeling dichotomous data (such as in the case of the SAST; [@B20]). We used parallel analysis to determine the number of factors to extract ([@B82]), and they were extracted through robust diagonally weighted least squares (DWLS), applying an oblique rotation (direct oblimin).

Subsequently, a CFA was performed with the participants of the online group. The adjustment of three factorial models was compared and a multigroup CFA was performed to test the hypothesis of measurement invariance (configural, metric, and scalar) according to gender. The software used to perform these analyses was EQS 6.2. The normality violation was corrected using robust methods. The goodness of fit for the different factorial models was analyzed using the following indices: Satorra--Bentler chi-square (χ^2^), relative chi-square (χ^2^/*df*), general model significance (*p*), root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA), and comparative and incremental fit indices (CFI and IFI). An appropriate fit was considered when χ^2^ was not significant (*p* \> .05), χ^2^/*df* was between 1 and 2, CFI and IFI were ≥0.95, and RMSEA was ≤0.05 ([@B4]). According to less restrictive criteria, values between 2 and 3 for χ^2^/*df*, ≥0.90 for CFI and IFI, and ≤0.08 for RMSEA could also be considered acceptable ([@B32]).

Finally, the general mean score of the items, subscales, and total score of the SAST were explored, as well as the magnitude of the differences according to the application format. Different reliability indices were calculated; in particular, we employed an R package (userfriendly science) ([@B64]) to estimate ordinal Cronbach's α and Ω, Spearman--Brown reliability coefficient (the most appropriate reliability statistic for a two-item scale; [@B19]), item-scale, and item-test correlations. We also estimated temporary stability 1 year after the first application. Convergent validity was explored by correlating (Pearson's *r*) the SAST total score and its subscales with related measures. Finally, the percentile distribution of the SAST scores was obtained and is included as additional content in the Appendix (Table [A2](#T7){ref-type="table"}).

Ethics {#S3f}
------

The study procedures were carried out in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. The Institutional Review Board of the Jaume I University approved the study. Volunteer participants in the research were informed about the study aim and they provided informed consent.

Results {#S4}
=======

EFA of the SAST: paper-and-pencil group {#S4a}
---------------------------------------

To verify the applicability of the EFA to the SAST, we calculated the Kaiser--Meyer--Olkin index (0.87) and Bartlett's test for sphericity \[χ^2^(300) = 6,171.70, *p* \< .001\]. Through analysis of the anti-image correlation matrix, we also verified the adequacy of the 25 SAST items for EFA (all anti-image correlations \>.84). After parallel analysis of the polychoric correlation matrix ([@B22]), we estimated that the appropriate number of factors to be extracted was four (factor eigenvalues \>1.17). The factorial solution derived from the DWLS factor analysis revealed that this four-factor structure explained 57.39% of the total variance of the questionnaire. Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"} includes the standardized factor loadings obtained in the EFA.

###### 

SAST factorial loadings

  Items                                                                                                  Factorial loadings                 
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -------------------- ------ ------ ------
  Factor 1: loss of control                                                                                                                 
   8. Do you ever feel bad about your sexual behavior?                                                   0.48                               
   14. Have you made promises to yourself to quit some aspect of your sexual behavior?                   0.78                               
   15. Have you made efforts to quit a type of sexual activity and failed?                               0.92                               
   17. Have you attempted to stop some parts of your sexual activity?                                    0.90                               
   21. Have you felt the need to discontinue a certain form of sexual activity?                          0.71                               
  Factor 2: addiction symptoms                                                                                                              
   2. Have you ever subscribed to or regularly purchased sexually explicit magazines?                                         0.49          
   3. Did your parents have trouble with sexual behavior?                                                                     0.33          
   4. Do you often find yourself preoccupied with sexual thoughts?                                                            0.35          
   5. Do you feel that your sexual behavior is not normal?                                                                    0.52          
   6. Does your spouse \[or significant other (s)\] ever worry or complain about your sexual behavior?                        0.49          
   7. Do you have trouble stopping your sexual behavior when you know it is inappropriate?                                    0.47          
   13. Are any of your sexual activities against the law?                                                                     0.43          
   19. Has sex been a way for you to escape your problems?                                                                    0.44          
   23. Have you ever been sexual with minors?                                                                                 0.41          
   24. Do you feel controlled by your sexual desire?                                                                          0.72          
   25. Do you ever think your sexual desire is stronger than you are?                                                         0.81          
  Factor 3: functional impairment                                                                                                           
   1. Were you sexually abused as a child or adolescent?                                                                             0.32   
   9. Has your sexual behavior ever created problems for you or your family?                                                         0.70   
   10. Have you ever sought help for your sexual behavior that you did not like?                                                     0.24   
   12. Has anyone been hurt emotionally because of your sexual behavior?                                                             0.33   
   18. Have you ever felt degraded by your sexual behavior?                                                                          0.47   
   20. When you have sex, do you feel depressed afterward?                                                                           0.40   
   22. Has your sexual activity interfered with your family life?                                                                    0.92   
  Factor 4: hide                                                                                                                            
   11. Have you ever worried about people finding out about your sexual activities?                                                         0.70
   16. Do you have to hide some of your sexual behavior from others?                                                                        0.82

*Note.* SAST: Sexual Addiction Screening Test.

The first factor ("loss of control"), which is composed of five items (Items 8, 14, 15, 17, and 21) and has an eigenvalue of 9.43, explained the highest percentage of the variance (37.75%). These items reflect difficulties in controlling and voluntarily resisting impulses, thoughts, and sexual behaviors (e.g., "*Have you attempted to stop some parts of your sexual activity?*"). With an eigenvalue of 2.04 and 8.17% of explained variance, the second factor ("addiction symptoms") grouped 11 items (Items 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 13, 19, 23, 24, and 25). This factor comprises several questions with a common denominator: all of them are related to different symptoms included in the sex addiction clinical picture (e.g., "*Has sex been a way for you to escape your problems?*" or "*Do you often find yourself preoccupied with sexual thoughts?*"). The seven items that make up the third factor ("functional impairment": Items 1, 9, 10, 12, 18, 20, and 22) evaluate the impact of sex addiction on different areas of the patient's life ("*Has your sexual activity interfered with your family life?*"). This factor has an eigenvalue of 1.68 and an explained variance of 6.74%. The fourth factor ("hiding") integrates the remaining two items (Items 11 and 16) and has a lower eigenvalue (1.18) and percentage of explained variance (4.72%). These items reflect the tendency to conceal one's own sexual behavior ("*Do you have to hide some of your sexual behavior from others?*").

CFA of the SAST: Online group {#S4b}
-----------------------------

To assess whether the factor structure of the SAST in the paper-and-pencil format was equivalent in its online application, we conducted a CFA. For this purpose, the robust maximum likelihood method was applied (a method that allows one to obtain statistics that correct the normality violation). This method is recommended when analyzing categorical variables ([@B21]). On the basis of the EFA results, two models were compared: the first (M1) replicated the factorial structure derived from the EFA (four correlated first-order factors), and the second (M2) proposed grouping the four first-order factors under a second-order factor that explained the shared variance. To compare the accuracy of these models with the original factor structure, we also tested the goodness of fit of a model that replicated the originally proposed one-factor solution (M3). Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"} shows goodness-of-fit indices for the different models.

###### 

Goodness-of-fit indices for the CFA and the multigroup CFA

                           χ^2^       *df*   *p*      χ^2^*/df*   RMSEA   CFI    IFI
  ------------------------ ---------- ------ -------- ----------- ------- ------ ------
  CFA                                                                            
   Model 1 (M1)            471.43     264    \<.001   1.78        0.02    0.92   0.93
   Model 2 (M2)            441.59     265    \<.001   1.66        0.02    0.94   0.94
   Model 3 (M3)            1,166.27   274    \<.001   4.25        0.06    0.69   0.69
  Multigroup CFA                                                                 
   Configural invariance   812.47     528    \<.001   1.53        0.03    0.90   0.90
   Metric invariance       777.58     553    \<.001   1.40        0.03    0.92   0.92
   Scalar invariance       875.91     570    \<.001   1.53        0.03    0.92   0.92

*Note.* CFA: confirmatory factor analysis; χ^2^: Satorra--Bentler chi-square; *df*: degrees of freedom; *p*: general model significance; χ^2^/*df*: normed chi-square; RMSEA: root mean square error of approximation; CFI: comparative fit index; IFI: incremental fit index.

As Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"} shows, the model with the most satisfactory fit indices was the second one (M2). In this model, the χ^2^ Satorra--Bentler value of significance (corrected χ^2^ for samples that did not follow the normality assumption) did not exceed the 0.05 value necessary to consider it a satisfactory fit for the model. Nevertheless, it has been shown that this statistic is highly conditioned by sample size ([@B37]; [@B52]), which in this study far exceeds the standard required for this type of analysis ([@B28]). For this reason, it may be more appropriate to use other indices considered less sensitive to sample size. In this sense, the value of the relative χ^2^ (χ^2^/*df*) was 1.66, with acceptable fit considered to be values below 3 and perfect fit between 1 and 2. The RMSEA was below the 0.05 value required by the strictest criteria to consider a model parsimonious. Finally, the CFI and the IFI reached a value of 0.94, which is very close to the cut-off point established to consider it an excellent fit to the model. Both M1 and M2 were superior to the original one-factor solution (M3). The resulting factorial model (M2) is depicted in Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}.

![Confirmatory factor analyses for the SAST (M2). *R*^2^ is expressed as a percentage outside the main endogenous variables boxes. Coefficients are reported in standardized format. All parameters were significant at *p* \< .001. Error terms are not included in order to facilitate interpretation](jba-07-03-57_f001){#fig1}

To confirm whether the factor structure of the second model (M2) was applicable to men and women, we performed three multigroup CFAs according to gender. In the first, the hypothesis of the factor structure invariance (structural invariance) was tested, whereas in the second, the invariance of the factor loadings (metric invariance) was analyzed. In addition, we tested the hypothesis of the intercepts invariance (scalar invariance). As Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"} shows, the three models showed an acceptable goodness of fit, although the metric invariance indices were slightly better than the structural and scalar invariance indices. Specifically, the value of the relative χ^2^ was in all the cases less than 2 (1.53 and 1.40), the RMSEA value was less than 0.05, and the CFI and IFI indices were equal to or higher than 0.90. These analyses show that the factor structure of the SAST is equivalent in men and women; in addition, factor loadings and items intercepts did not vary significantly according to gender.

Descriptive data, reliability, and temporal stability of the SAST {#S4c}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Mean scores of the total sample in the SAST items and factors are reported in Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}. Regarding internal consistency, ordinal Cronbach's α and Ω for the majority of the SAST factors and for the total score as well as Spearman--Brown reliability coefficient for factor 4 exceed the criterion established by Hunsley and Mash ([@B34]) to consider the reliability of a scale appropriate. Regarding application format, internal consistency indices were slightly higher for the online version (α~SAST-Total~ = .96; α~control~ = .95; α~symptoms~ = .91; α~functional-impairment~ = .90; S-B~hiding~ = .70). Internal consistency was also supported by item-scale (between .26 and .88), item-test (.26 and .68), and scale-test correlations (.57 and .89).

###### 

Total, factor and item scores, effect size, and reliability coefficients for each group

                                            Total (*n* = 2,528)   Paper and pencil (*n* = 1,585)   Online (*n* = 943)          Paper-and-pencil reliability             Online reliability                                                                                              
  --------------------------------- ------- --------------------- -------------------------------- -------------------- ------ ---------------------------------------- -------------------- ----- ---------------------------------------- ------------------ ------------------ ----- -----
  Total score (SAST-total)          0--25   3.78 (4.01)           3.56 (3.67)                      4.15 (4.49)          0.14   .93 (0.93, 0.94)                         .93 (0.93, 0.94)                                                    .96 (0.96, 0.96)   .96 (0.96, 0.96)         
  Factor 1: loss of control         0--5    0.74 (1.34)           0.67 (1.26)                      0.86 (1.48)          0.13   .92 (0.92, 0.93)                         .93 (0.92, 0.93)           .76                                      .95 (0.95, 0.96)   .95 (0.95, 0.96)         .83
   Item 8                           0--1    0.18 (0.38)           0.17 (0.37)                      0.21 (0.40)          0.10                                                                 .68   .59                                                                            .69   .68
   Item 14                          0--1    0.18 (0.38)           0.17 (0.38)                      0.19 (0.39)          0.05                                                                 .76   .55                                                                            .83   .65
   Item 15                          0--1    0.12 (0.32)           0.11 (0.30)                      0.14 (0.34)          0.09                                                                 .75   .53                                                                            .80   .64
   Item 17                          0--1    0.15 (0.35)           0.13 (0.33)                      0.18 (0.37)          0.14                                                                 .78   .57                                                                            .83   .66
   Item 21                          0--1    0.12 (0.32)           0.10 (0.30)                      0.16 (0.36)          0.18                                                                 .74   .57                                                                            .77   .62
  Factor 2: addiction symptoms      0--11   1.79 (1.93)           1.75 (1.88)                      1.86 (2.00)          0.05   .86 (0.85, 0.87)                         .87 (0.86, 0.88)           .87                                      .91 (0.90, 0.91)   .91 (0.91, 0.92)         .89
   Item 2                           0--1    0.50 (0.50)           0.50 (0.50)                      0.50 (0.50)          NA                                                                   .56   .47                                                                            .38   .27
   Item 3                           0--1    0.03 (0.17)           0.03 (0.16)                      0.04 (0.19)          0.05                                                                 .26   .23                                                                            .34   .35
   Item 4                           0--1    0.21 (0.40)           0.21 (0.41)                      0.20 (0.40)          0.02                                                                 .56   .54                                                                            .59   .55
   Item 5                           0--1    0.12 (0.32)           0.10 (0.29)                      0.16 (0.36)          0.18                                                                 .52   .48                                                                            .63   .59
   Item 6                           0--1    0.10 (0.29)           0.09 (0.29)                      0.10 (0.30)          0.03                                                                 .48   .43                                                                            .57   .50
   Item 7                           0--1    0.11 (0.30)           0.11 (0.30)                      0.11 (0.30)          NA                                                                   .54   .52                                                                            .62   .60
   Item 13                          0--1    0.06 (0.23)           0.07 (0.26)                      0.04 (0.19)          0.13                                                                 .38   .30                                                                            .44   .41
   Item 19                          0--1    0.26 (0.44)           0.23 (0.42)                      0.32 (0.46)          0.20                                                                 .50   .42                                                                            .56   .49
   Item 23                          0--1    0.11 (0.30)           0.12 (0.32)                      0.08 (0.27)          0.12                                                                 .40   .31                                                                            .44   .35
   Item 24                          0--1    0.11 (0.31)           0.11 (0.31)                      0.11 (0.31)          NA                                                                   .55   .45                                                                            .62   .56
   Item 25                          0--1    0.19 (0.39)           0.18 (0.38)                      0.20 (0.40)          0.05                                                                 .65   .55                                                                            .64   .56
  Factor 3: functional impairment   0--7    0.57 (1.05)           0.50 (0.91)                      0.67 (1.24)          0.15   .82 (0.80, 0.83)                         .82 (0.81, 0.84)           .70                                      .90 (0.89, 0.91)   .90 (0.90, 0.91)         .79
   Item 1                           0--1    0.05 (0.21)           0.02 (0.14)                      0.09 (0.29)          0.30                                                                 .33   .26                                                                            .46   .30
   Item 9                           0--1    0.09 (0.28)           0.08 (0.27)                      0.10 (0.29)          0.07                                                                 .62   .44                                                                            .67   .57
   Item 10                          0--1    0.05 (0.22)           0.05 (0.22)                      0.05 (0.22)          NA                                                                   .44   .29                                                                            .63   .51
   Item 12                          0--1    0.18 (0.38)           0.19 (0.39)                      0.17 (0.37)          0.05                                                                 .64   .46                                                                            .65   .50
   Item 18                          0--1    0.10 (0.30)           0.09 (0.28)                      0.13 (0.33)          0.13                                                                 .60   .45                                                                            .67   .52
   Item 20                          0--1    0.06 (0.23)           0.04 (0.19)                      0.09 (0.28)          0.20                                                                 .42   .32                                                                            .61   .50
   Item 22                          0--1    0.04 (0.19)           0.03 (0.17)                      0.05 (0.21)          0.10                                                                 .53   .34                                                                            .60   .48
  Factor 4: hide                    0--2    0.67 (0.81)           0.62 (0.78)                      0.74 (0.85)          0.14   .60[^a^](#T4-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}                        .57   .70[^a^](#T4-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}                      .59                      
   Item 11                          0--1    0.37 (0.48)           0.35 (0.47)                      0.40 (0.49)          0.10                                                                 .85   .48                                                                            .88   .52
   Item 16                          0--1    0.31 (0.46)           0.28 (0.45)                      0.35 (0.47)          0.15                                                                 .84   .49                                                                            .88   .51

*Note*. According to Eisinga et al. ([@B19]), this is the most appropriate reliability statistic for a two-item scale. SAST: Sexual Addiction Screening Test; I--S *r*: corrected item-scale correlation; I--T *r*: corrected item-test correlation.

Instead of ordinal Cronbach's α and Ω, reliability of factor 4 has been calculated through the Spearman--Brown reliability index.

Concerning temporal stability, test--retest correlation 1 year after the first paper-and-pencil application was .65, when the retest was performed in the same format and it was .60 in the online version. The temporal stability of the four factors ranged between .43 and .59 (*r*~pencil_paper-pencil_paper~) and between .22 and .62 (*r*~pencil_paper\_~*~online~*). In both cases, the temporal stability was lower in the interference factor (which denotes the sensitivity of this scale over time). All correlations were significant at *p* \< .001.

Convergent validity of the SAST {#S4d}
-------------------------------

To determine convergent validity, we correlated SAST-total and subscale scores with instruments used to assess the same construct or similar dimensions (Table [5](#T5){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Correlations between the SAST and theoretically related measures for each group

                       Paper-and-pencil group                      Online group                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
  -------------------- ------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------
  SCS (*n* = 2,528)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
   SCS-total           .64[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .39[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .67[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .42[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .26[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .61[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .46[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .66[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .42[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .24[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}
   SCS-interference    .57[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .36[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .58[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .42[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .22[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .56[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .42[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .58[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .44[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .20[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}
   SCS-control         .59[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .35[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .63[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .35[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .25[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .55[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .42[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .62[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .33[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .22[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  HBI (*n* = 2,528)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
   HBI-total           .70[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .71[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .71[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .46[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .31[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .71[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .61[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .67[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .48[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .41[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}
   HBI-coping          .55[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .39[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .59[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .35[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .26[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .53[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .40[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .54[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .34[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .33[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}
   HBI-control         .67[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .56[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .59[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .46[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .31[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .70[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .70[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .58[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .49[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .40[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}
   HBI-consequences    .65[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .37[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .71[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .41[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .26[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .62[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .50[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .61[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .43[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .31[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  SSS (*n* = 943)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
   SSS-total                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       .30[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .17[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .36[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .16[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .20[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  IAT (*n* = 943)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
   IAT-total                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       .36[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .29[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .34[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .23[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .25[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  ISST (*n* = 943)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
   ISST-total                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      .46[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .38[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .43[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .27[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .41[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}
   ISST-compulsivity                                                                                                                                                                                                                               .45[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .36[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .42[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .28[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .37[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}
   ISST-solitary                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   .36[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .28[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .35[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .19[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .37[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}
   ISST-social                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     .27[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .18[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .26[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .19[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .22[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}
   ISST-money                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      .15[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .08[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .16[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .13[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .08[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}
   ISST-severity                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   .28[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .37[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .18[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .11[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   .29[\*\*\*](#T5-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

*Note*: SAST: Sexual Addiction Screening Test; SCS: Sexual Compulsivity Scale; HBI: Hypersexual Behavior Inventory; SSS: Sexual Sensation Seeking Scale; IAT: Internet Addiction Test; ISST: Internet Sex Screening Test.

*p* \< .001.

As expected, the correlation between SAST and other sexual addiction screening measures, such as the SCS or the HBI was high, positive, and significant (in all cases *r* \> .22 and significant at *p* \< .001). In addition, online participants completed other scales that also showed high, positive, and significant correlations with the SAST-total and subscale scores. Specifically, the correlations between the SAST and the SSS ranged between .16 and .36 and between .23 and .36 with the IAT. Finally, a small to medium relationship was found between the SAST and the ISST, particularly, with the online sexual compulsivity factor (ISST-compulsivity; *r* between .28 and .45).

Discussion {#S5}
==========

The main objective of this study was to adapt and test the psychometric properties of the SAST, one of the most frequently used instruments to screen for sexual addiction. In this sense, the main conclusion derived from this study is that the SAST is a reliable, valid, and effective tool to assess sex addiction symptoms in both genders. The SAST is also characterized by elevated test--retest reliability, and both versions of the scale (paper and pencil and online) present adequate psychometric properties.

Regarding its factor structure, the 25 items of the SAST load in four subscales that are in turn grouped under a higher order factor, labeled generically as "sex addiction." This higher order factor (which explains between 31% and 72% of the variance of the first-order factors) is the psychometric equivalent to the general diagnostic description of the sex addiction condition, while the four subscales represent the main clusters of symptoms encountered.

Among the four factors, "loss of control" is the one with greater explanatory capacity over the entire questionnaire (37.7% of its variance). Related items assess the capacity to control or voluntarily stop sexual behavior, which is considered the main diagnostic indicator of sex addiction and hypersexuality ([@B40]). Furthermore, it is consistent with one of the main criteria of the ICD-11 in the diagnosis of compulsive sexual behavior disorder: "*the person has made numerous unsuccessful efforts to control or significantly reduce repetitive sexual behavior*" ([@B48], p. 109).

The second most important factor was "addiction symptoms" (8.17% of the explained variance), so named because it comprises symptoms usually reported by individuals with addictive behaviors. This factor includes questions about the use of sex as a coping strategy, about some of the most frequent symptoms encountered in the condition (e.g., preoccupation and intrusive thoughts), and about the perceived impairing nature of the sexual behavior itself (e.g., perceiving sexual behavior as abnormal), which constitutes some of the most relevant criteria for its diagnosis ([@B42]). Among them, the use of sex as a coping mechanism has key clinical relevance according to Kafka's formulation of a hypersexuality diagnosis ([@B38], [@B39]).

The "functional impairment" factor is related to the tangible negative consequences resulting from excessive sexual behaviors. Functional impairment represents one of the main criteria for the diagnosis of mental disorders in general. Recent papers have emphasized that in the case of behavioral addictions, which mostly relate to common daily life or leisure activities, this criterion should be central and mandatory to endorse the condition ([@B9]; [@B43]). In particular, the seven items of this factor explore two of the six areas in which sex addiction causes a negative impact according to McBride et al. ([@B56]): family ("*Has your sexual behavior ever created problems for you or your family?*") and psychological ("*When you have sex, do you feel depressed afterward?*"). Although it seems too narrow to restrict the screening to two of the six types of negative outcomes, it is also true that it is in the family and personal sphere where the consequences of excessive and problematic sexual behavior tend to be more frequent and serious ([@B67]; [@B76]).

Finally, the "Hiding" factor appears especially relevant to sexual addiction, as it is related to symptoms that load on a specific factor. In sexual addictions, it is common for patients to hide their problem from their partner or relatives, which is also one of the main barriers when seeking specialized therapeutic help ([@B75]; [@B91]). This is especially relevant in women with sexual addiction, where aspects such as social desirability or peer pressure have been identified as barriers to seeking treatment ([@B18]).

The structural factor shown in this study is not equivalent to those reported in previous psychometric studies, but, to our view, it captures the main components of sexual addiction in a more parsimonious and homogeneous way. Indeed, the four-factor solution obtained by Carnes et al. ([@B14]) blends very different aspects of the clinical picture in the same scale (e.g., Factor 1 includes items regarding loss of control over sexual behavior together with personal distress symptoms), whereas it separates related domains (e.g., functional impairment symptoms are scattered across the first and third factors). Furthermore, it includes a factor ("associated features") that groups together three symptoms that, in our opinion, contribute less to the assessment of sexual addiction (e.g., "*Did your parents have trouble with sexual behavior?*"). Similarly, Marshall and Marshall ([@B54]) stated that the 25 SAST items could be grouped into four clusters: The first cluster mixes four types of symptoms (concerns about being normal, interference, compulsivity, and sexual preoccupations), the content of the first and second clusters (once again, sexual preoccupations) is redundant, and the third and fourth clusters comprise a single item. On the other hand, our proposal of a factorial model in which a second-order factor explains the shared variance between the first-order scales is compatible with the original one-factor solution proposed by Carnes ([@B13]) and replicated later in two independent samples ([@B53]; [@B59]). Furthermore, it supports the classic conception of sex addiction as a unitary construct ([@B25]) and the suitability of using a global SAST score as an indicator of general severity.

Regarding psychometric properties, this study demonstrates that the SAST is a reliable and valid screen for sexual addiction. Cronbach's α and Ω of the total score was .93 in the paper-and-pencil format and .96 in the online version. These values are higher to those obtained in previous validation studies ([@B58]). In addition, the SAST scores -- especially the total score -- were stable 1 year after the initial administration (*r* between .60 and .65), regardless of the format in which the retest was administered. To date, no study has explored the temporal stability of this scale ([@B58]) much less for such a long time span. The weaker temporal stability was obtained for the functional impairment construct, which is one of the most sensitive symptoms in the episodic evolution that characterizes the clinical course of this disorder ([@B67]). Finally, correlations with the total score of other screening instruments, such as the SCS (*r* = .64 and .61 in the paper-and-pencil and online group, respectively) or the HBI (*r* of .70 and .61), as well as other related variables, such as sexual sensation seeking (*r* = .30), Internet addiction (*r* = .36), and cybersex addiction (*r* = .46), support the validity of the SAST.

In the process of validating the Spanish SAST, we paid special attention to three aspects. The first was its applicability in men and women. In this sense, this study confirms that the factor structure of the SAST is equivalent in men and women (structural, metric, and scalar invariance), allowing, for example, gender comparison on this scale in future studies. The second aspect was the administration format. Most research on sex addiction is conducted completely or partially on the Internet, implying the online administration of scales originally designed for paper-and-pencil application. In this sense, this study allowed us to affirm that both the factor structure and the psychometric properties of the SAST are equivalent regardless of whether it is applied in classic format or through the Internet. The final aspect that we paid special attention to was data analysis in order to tackle the methodological shortcomings of previous studies. As far as we know, this is the first study in which the EFA of the SAST was carried out on the basis of the polychoric correlation matrix (mandatory when modeling dichotomous data). Only one previous study conducted a CFA of the SAST ([@B54]); however, the limited sample size to carry out this analysis (151 participants), together with its heterogeneity (sexual offenders and community members) and problems during data reporting (e.g., authors did not report goodness-of-fit indicators for the CFA), leads to questions about the reliability of the results. For this reason, we consider that a CFA performed with methodological guaranties to be an important contribution to existing knowledge regarding the factorial structure of the SAST.

Limitations and future directions {#S5a}
---------------------------------

The main limitation of the current work is related to item content and distribution among the four factors. In our opinion, some of the items originally included in the SAST (e.g., "*Were you sexually abused as a child or adolescent?*") do not have real clinical utility in the assessment and diagnosis of sexual addiction. However, after considering the possibility of creating a new version of the SAST without these items, we decided to respect the scale's integrity in order to facilitate the comparison of its results with those obtained in previous studies. Moreover, in some cases, the item content does not perfectly match the subscale to which it is allocated (e.g., Item 7 better fits Factor 1 than Factor 2) or the factor loading is low (item 10). To tackle these limitations, we considered and tested alternative factorial solutions, obtaining in all cases worse psychometric results, which justified the decision to maintain the proposed factorial solution. Finally, the fourth factor ("hide") comprises two items, whereas guidelines usually recommend the inclusion of at least three items per scale for specifying a latent factor ([@B66]). Even so, we decided to go through with our proposal of prioritizing the clinical importance of the inclusion of a scale to reflect the symptoms. In addition, we have adapted our statistical approach (e.g., reliability estimation through Spearman--Brown index) to minimize the potential issues related to the use of this two-item scale ([@B19])

Regarding the nature of the sample used for the validation of the SAST, since the study did not consider the participation of men and women with clinical problems of sexual addiction, it is not possible to determine with true certainty the diagnostic validity of the SAST. This is one of the aspects to be investigated in order to assure the validity of SAST in identifying patients with clinical problems of sex addiction, as well as to obtain cut-off points that allow their detection through epidemiological studies in large samples of the general population ([@B57]). In addition, only higher education students participated in the paper-and-pencil group, a limitation that was subsequently addressed through the inclusion of a larger age range in the online sample. This is the first study to test the psychometric properties of the Spanish SAST, which is an important step forward in expanding the limited supply of scales used to evaluate sexual addiction in languages other than English.
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###### 

Spanish version of the Sexual Addiction Screening Test (SAST)

  Por favor, contesta cada pregunta marcando con una cruz en la columna apropiada                                                             
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------- -----------------------------
  1\. ¿Has sufrido algún abuso sexual durante tu infancia y adolescencia?                                        ![](jba-07-03-57_ig001.jpg)   ![](jba-07-03-57_ig001.jpg)
  2\. Frecuentemente, ¿has comprado revistas o explorado sitios en internet con contenido sexual explícito?      ![](jba-07-03-57_ig001.jpg)   ![](jba-07-03-57_ig001.jpg)
  3\. ¿Sabes si tus padres han tenido problemas derivados de la falta de control sobre sus impulsos sexuales?    ![](jba-07-03-57_ig001.jpg)   ![](jba-07-03-57_ig001.jpg)
  4\. ¿A menudo te encuentras preocupado por pensamientos sexuales?                                              ![](jba-07-03-57_ig001.jpg)   ![](jba-07-03-57_ig001.jpg)
  5\. ¿Crees que tu conducta sexual se aleja de la normalidad?                                                   ![](jba-07-03-57_ig001.jpg)   ![](jba-07-03-57_ig001.jpg)
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###### 

Percentile distribution of the SAST scores

  Percentile   SAST score   
  ------------ ------------ ------
  99th         15           22.5
  95th         11           13
  90th         9            10
  85th         7            9
  80th         6            7
  75th         5            6
  70th         5            5
  65th         4            4
  60th         3            4
  55th         3            3
  50th         2            3
  45th         2            2
  40th         2            2
  35th         1            1.4
  30th         1            1
  25th         1            1
  20th         0            1
  15th         0            0
  10th         0            0
  5th          0            0
  1st          0            0
